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Abstract. The number of broa.dband three-component seismic stations in southern 
California. has more tb an tripled recently. In th is study we use the teleseismic 
receiver function technique to determine the crustal thicknesses and Vp / Vs ratios 
for th ese stations and map out t he lateral variation of Moho dept h under southern 
California. It is shown t hat a. receiver function can provide a very good <'point" 
measurement of crustal thickness under a broadband s tation and is not sensitive to 
crus ta l P velocity. However , the crust al t hickness es t imated only from the delay 
t ime of the "Yioho P-to-S converted phase trades off strongly with the crustal VP/Vs 
ra.tio. The ambiguity can be reduced significantly by incorporating the later mult iple 
converted phases, namely, t he PpPs and PpSs+ PsP s. We propose a stacking 
algorith m which sums the amplitudes of receiver function a.t the predicted arrival 
times of these phases by different crustal thicknesses H and VP/Vs rat ios. This 
transforms the time domain receiver functions directly into the H -\/;,/'v's dom ain 
without need Lo identify these phases ;;i,nd to pick their arrival times. The best 
estimations of crustal thickness and \1v/Vs ratio a.re found when the three phases 
are stacked coherently. By stacking receiver functions from different. distances a nd 
directions, effects of lateral structu ral varia tion a.re su ppressed , and an average 

. crustal model is obtained . Applying this techniq ue to 84 digital broadband stations 
in sou thern California reveals that t he Moho depth is 29 km on average and varies 
from 21 to 37 km. Deeper Mohos are fo und under t he eas t ern Transverse R ange, 
t he P eninsular Range, and the Sierra Nevada Range. The centra i Transverse Range, 
however , docs not have a crustal root. Thin crust s exist in t he Inner California 
Borde rland (21- 22 km ) and the Salton Trough (22 km) . The Moho is relatively 
flat a t the average depth in the western and central Mojave Desert and becomes 
shallower to th e east u nder the Eas t ern California Shear Zone (ECSZ). Southern 
California c rust has an average l1~/V, ra tio of 1.78, with higher ratios of 1.8 to 1.85 
in the mounta in ranges \Vith Mesozoic basement and lO\.ver ratios in the Mojave 
Block except for the ECSZ, where t he ratio increases . 

. 1. Introduction 

The Mohorovicic discontinuity (Moho), which sepa~ 
rates Ear th's crust from the underlying mant le, rep
resents a. major change in seismic velocities, chemical 
cornposiLions, _aud rheology. The depth of Moho is an 
important pa rameter to characterize the overall st ruc
t ure of a crust. a.nd can often be related to geology and 
tec tonic evolu tion of the region. Its lateral varia t.ion 
has strong influence on seisn1ic wave propagation in t he 
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crustal waveguide and r:ontrols che sk ong shaking from 
damaging earthquakes in cert.a.in dist ance ranges. 

Ill southern California, tremendous efforts have been 
made to determine the Moho depLh with a variety of 
geophysical met.bods. These include an early work of 
refract.ion studies using quarry blasts as energy sources 
[K anamori and Hadley , 1975], seismic vertical reflection 
experiments in t.he Mojave Deser t and vicinity [Chea
dle et al., 1986; Li et al., 1992; Malin et al., 1995), to
mographic imaging of Moho dep th var iation using Pn 
travel t.imes from local earthquakes [Hearn , 1984; Hearn 
and Clayton, 1986; Sung and JackSort, 1992; Magis
trale et al., 1992] , teleseisrni r. rer.eiwn· fun c t. ion stud
ies [Lcmgston , 1989; Ammon and Zandt, 1993 ; Zhu and 
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Figure 1. Topographic relief and faults in southern California. 'Ilfangles represent broadband 
three-component stations used in this study. Major tectonic provinces are labeled. vVTR, western 
Transverse Range; CTR, central Transverse Range; ETR, eastern Transverse Range; LA, Los 
Angeles Basin. 

Kanamori, 1994; Baker et al., 1996; Ich inose et al., 
1996; Lewis et al. , 1999], and the Los Angles Regional 
Seismic Experiment (LARSE) [Kohler and Davis, 1997]. 
Most recently, Richards-Dinger and Shearer [1097] map
ped the crustal thickness variation in southern Califor
nia by stacking short-period PmP phases recorded by 
the regional network. In general, there is agreement 
among these studies that the average crustal thickness 
in southern California is ~30 km with thicker crust un
der the eastern Transverse Range and thinner crust un
der the Salton Trough. However, there a.re still some dif
ferences in Moho depth under several areas. For exam
ple, there ha.s been a long debate on whether the Sierra 
Nevada i8 supported by a crustal root or by a buoy
ant upper mantle [Jones t:t al., 1994]. Different Moho 
depths, ranging from 33 to 50 km, were obtained from 
different. seismic refraction profiles, or even from inter
preting the same data set [Savage et al., 1984]. Simi
larly, f{ oh/er and Davis [1997] report.eel a 40-km-deep 
:Moho under the San Gabriel Mountains from invert
ing teleseismic travel time residuals. However, neither 

the Pn travel time data [Hearn , H184; Sung and Jack
son , 1992] nor the PmP study [Richards-Dinger and 
Shearer , 1997] detected such a deep Moho. 

All techniques of determining :Moho depth from seis
mic data suffer, to various degrees, the limitation im
posed by the trade-off between the crustal velocity and 
the thickness. The trade-off can be very severe for those 
using Moho wide-angle reflection and refraction (PmP 
and Pn) travel times because these waves usually travel 
> 100 km laterally within the crust. They are much 
more sensitive to lateral velocity variations than to the 
l\foho depth variations. Using the differential travel 
time between PmP and the first P arrival can reduce 
the dependency on the upper crustal velocity, but the 
result is still strongly influenced by the lower crustal 
velocity [Richards-Dinger and Shearer , 1997]. In addi
tion, picking the secondary PmP arrival is not easy and 
can sometimes be ambiguous. For studies using local 
earthquakes as energy source the source location brings 
in additional uncertainty in the Moho depth estima
tion. Vertical seismic reflection experiment can reveal 
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fine-scale variation of deep crustal structure, provided 
that the energy sources are strong enough to illuminate 
the Moho. However, the cost of such surveys is often 
very high, and their spatial coverage is very limited. 
An alternative and more effective technique of estimat
ing Moho depth is to use teleseismic receiver functions. 
Owing to the large velocity contrast across the discon
tinuity, part of the incoming teleseismic P wave energy 
will convert into SV wave at the Moho. By measur
ing the time separation between the direct P arrival 
and the conversion phase, the crustal thickness can then 
be estimated. The estimation provides a good "point" 
measurement at the station because of the steep inci
dence angle of the teleseismic P wave. furthermore, 
since the direct P arrival is used as a reference time, it 
can be shown that the result is not sensitive to crustal 
P velocity. 

Receiver function analysis requires digital three-com
ponent seismic stations that. are usually not available 
in large numbers for a specific region. This used to 
be a drawback of the technique compared with other 
methods such as using Pn and PmP travel times where 
good spatial coverage can be achieved by using large 
numbers of local earthquakes and short-period vertical
component stations. Only recently, the number of dig
ital stations in southern California has increased dra
matically with the start of TriNet project by the Cal
ifornia Imititute of Technology (Caltech), the U.S. Ge
ological Survey (USGS), and the California Di vision of 
Mines and Geology (CD~1G) [Mori et al., 1998]. Cur
rently, there are 65 TriNet broadband stations covering 
most of the southern California (Figure 1) and the num
ber will reach 150 in the next 2 years. This provides 
an unique opportunity to ma1Y out the lateral varia
tion of Moho depth using the receiver function method. 
In this paper we will first discuss the methodology of 
using teleseismic receiver functions to estimate JV[oho 
depth and the associated uncertainties. We will develop 
a receiver function stacking algorithm to transform the 
time domain waveforms into t.he depth domain which 
gives the best estimations for both the crustal thick
ness and Vp/V, ratio. Then we apply this technique to 
all available stat.ions and generate a map of Moho depth 
variation in southern California. 

2. Method 

The teleseismic receiver function represents the struc
tural response near a recording station to the incom
ing teleseismic P wave. It is obtained by removing the 
source time function from raw teleseismic records us
ing deconvolution. Details on the computation can be 
found elsewhere [Langston, 1977; Owens et al., 1984]. In 
our study we use a modified frequency domain deconvo
lution which is implemented by dividing the spectrum 
R("-') of teleseismic P waveform by the source spectrum 
S(w): 

I R(w)S*(w) -~ iwt 
r ( t) == ( 1 + c) I (' . )12 2 e «» e dw, 

. S w + ClTo 
(1) 

where s•(w) is the complex conjugate of S(w}. The 
Gaussian- type low-pass filter e-w

2 
/4a ' is added to re

move high-frequency noise. The quantity ca-5 (also 
called water level) is used to suppress "holes" in the 
spectrum S(w), thus stabilizing the deconvolution. Here 
we use the auto correlation a-5 of S(t) to normalize the 
water level so that c can be selected from a narrow range 
for cli:fferenl sized earthquakes. The 1 + c factor is used 
to compensate the amplitude loss due to the water level. 

In single station applications the vertical component 
recording is often used as the effective source time 
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Figure 2. Ra.dial receiver function as a function of ray 
parameter p for the Standard Southern California Ve
locity Model (see Table 1) . The l\foho converted phase 
Ps and the multiples PpPs, PpSs, and PsPs are la.
beled, a,nd their ray paths are i llustratecl a t the top. 
Other unlabeled phases are the P -t.o-S conversions at 
the 5 .5 km and 16 km intracrustal discontinuities in the 
model. 
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Table 1. The Standard Southern California Velocity 
l\fodel 

Layer Thickness, km v~, km/s Vp/V, 

1 5.5 3.18 1.730 
2 10.5 3.64 1.731 
3 16.0 3.87 1.731 
4 4.50 1.733 

function [Langston, 1977]. For an array of stations 
the source time function, which is common to all sta
tions, can be better estimated by stacking all vertical
component recordings for each event (C. A. Langston, 
personal c:ommunication, 1997). An obvious advantage 
is that the source time function is much smoother so 
that its spectrum is leso> singular. One can. also obtain 
the vertical component of the receiver function which 
adds more information about the structure. 

The first-order information about the crustal struc
ture under a station can be derived from the radial re
ceiver function which is dominated by P-to-S' converted 
energy from a series of velocity discontinuities in the 
crust and upper mantle. Because of the large velocity 
contrast at the crust-mantle boundary, the Moho P-to-
8 conversion (Ps) is often the largest signal following 
the direct P. An example is showq in Figme 2 for 
the Standard Southern California Velocity Model (Ta
ble 1) [Wald et al., 1995]. In this idealized case both 
the primary converted phase P8 and its crustal multi
ples PpPs and PpSs+P.sPs are deal' and have compa
rable amplitudes. Naming of these phases follovvs the 
convention of Bath and Steffanson [1966]. Except for 
the first arrival, lowercase letters denote upgoing travel 
paths, uppercase letters denote clowngoing travel paths, 
as illustrated in Figure 2. 

The time separation between Ps and P can be used 
to estimate crustal thickness, given the average crustal 
velocities, 

(2) 

where p is the ray parameter of the incident ·..vave. An 
advantage of this method is that because the P-to-S 
conversion point is close to the station (usually within 
10 km laterally), the estimation is less affected by lat
eral velocity variations and thus provides a good point 
measurement. One problem is the trade-off between the 
thickness and crustal velocities. However, since trs rep
resents the differential travel time of 8 with respect to 
p wave in the crust, the dependence of H Oil v~ is not 
as strong as on Vs (or more precisely, on the Vp/Vs ratio 
K:). 

For example, using a Vp of 6.3 km/s and vp/Vs ratio 
of 1.7:)2 for a 30-km-thick crust, one gets 

aH 
f!..H = aV l:!..vp.:::: 4.3!:!..Vp (km), 

p 

which means that the uncertainty of H is <0.5 km for 
a 0.1 km/s uncertainty in vp. However, the thickness is 
highly dependent on the vpf'l,, as shown by 

aH 
f!..H = &!:!.." = -40.2!:!..r; (km), 

i.e., a 0.1 change in r; can lead to about 4 km change in 
the crustal thickness. This ambiguity can be reduced 
by using the later phases which provide additional con
straints 

H 

H 

v l~,2 - p2 + v Jp'.I - p2 ' 

iPpSs+PsPs 

2)-J: - p2 l 

(3) 

(4) 

so that both r,, and H can be estimated [Zhu, 1993; 
Zandt et al., 1995; Zandt and Ammon, Hl95]. 

In real situations, identifying the l\foho P s and the 
multiples and measuring their CLrrival times on a single 
receiver function trace can be very difficult due to back
ground noise, scatterings from crustal heterogeneities, 
and P-to-5 conversions from other velocity discontinu
ities. To increase the signal/noise ratio (8N R), one can 
use multiple events to stack their receiver functions. 
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Figure 3. (a) The s(H, /'{) from stacking the receiver 
functions in Figure 2 using ( 5). It reaches the max
imum (solid area) when the correct crustal thickness 
and v~ /V, ratio are used in the stacking. (b) H-K: rela
tions, as given in (2)--( 4), for different Moho converted 
phases in Figure 2. Each curve represents the contribu
tion from this converted phase to the stacking. 
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Such stacking is usually done in the time domain for 
a cluster of events [e.g., Owens et al., 1984]. Since we 
are mainly interested in estimating crustal thickness, we 
propose a straightforward H-K domain stacking defined 
as 

where r(t) is the radial receiver function. ±1, t2 and 
t 3 are the predicted Ps. PpPs, and PpSs+PsPs ar
rival times corresponding to crustal thickness H and 
~~/V. ratio r-, as given in (2)-(4). The w; are weight
ing factors, and I: w; = 1. The s(H, r-) reaches a 
maximum when all three phases are stacked coherently 
with the correct H and K (Figure 3). Advantages of 
this algorithm are that (1) large amounts of teleseis
mic waveforms can be conveniently processed; (2) there 
is no need to pick arrival tirncs of diffenmt conversion 
phases; ( 3) by stacking receiver functions from differ
ent distances and directions, effects of lateral structure 
variation are suppressed and an average crustal model 
is obtained; and ( 4) uncertainties can be estimated from 
the flatness of s(H, K) at the maximum. Using the Tay
lor expansion of s(H, K) at the maximum and omitting 
the higher-order terms, one gets the variances of H and 
K: 

32 
~ 

s 
(6) cr'H 2rJ",/ fJH2' 

(}"2 
()3 s 

(7) 2crs/ fJ ~. 
" I\._, 

where cr8 is the estimated variance of s(H, K) from stack
mg. 

3. Study Region and Data 

Straddling a major transform boundary separating 
the North American plate and t.he Pacific plate, south
ern California exhibits a vvide variety of physiographic 
features, ranging from lovv lying valleys to high moun
tain ranges (Figure l). The rcgioi1 can be divided into 
several provinces: The Salton Trough, part. of \vhich 
lies below sea level, is the northern extension of the 
Gulf of California rift zone. To the west of the Salton 
Trough lies the Peninsular R:mge, a north-south trend
ing Mesozoic batholith. It is terminated to the north 
by the east-west oriented Transverse Ranges that. rise 
abruptly >3 km at several mountain peaks. In con
trast to these rugged t.opographies, the Mojave Block, 
bounded by the San Andreas Fault to the south and the 
Garlock Fault to the north, shows a. very smooth land
scape with an average elevation around 1 km. Farther 
to the north , large relief resumes in places of the Sierra 
Nevada Range and the Basin and Range province. 

Installation of permanent broadband digital seismic 
stations in southern California. began in t.he late 1980s. 
By the encl of 1995, 20 such stations were deployed, 
forming the TERRAscope network operated by Caltech 
and USGS. These stations are equipped with Strekheisen 

STS-1 or STS-2 sensor which has a flat. veloc:ity response 
between 8 Hz to 370 s and :~o Hz to BO s , respectively. 
After the 1994 Northridge earthquake the network is 
now being expanded as part of the TriN et project [Mori 
et al., 1998]. So far nearly 45 more broadband stations, 
most with Cl\'lG-40 sensor, have been added. There are 
also other regional broadband station networks oper
ated by other agents, such as the Anza network of the 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the Nevada 
Test Site Net.work of the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory. We also used data collected during a tem
porary deployment of broadband stations across the 
Peninsular Range [Ichinose et al., 1996]. The locations 
of stations used in this study are listed in Table 2. They 
cover the entire southern California. region fairly well, 
except in the western Transverse Ranges and offshore 
area (Figure 1). 

Waveforms of 416 teleseismic earthquakes recorded 
by these stations a.re retrieved from data archives at the 
Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) and 
the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology 
(TRIS). The actual number of events for individual sta
tion varies from 8 to 294, depending on the length of 
recording period and background noise level of the sta
tion (Table 2). The events are selected from the global 
earthquakes between 1993 and 1999 with magnitude 
>.S.5 and distance range from 30° to 95° t o the center 
of the net.work. The abundance of earthquakes within 
this distance range makes southern California a favor
able place for study using teleseismic waveforms . The 
good epiccntral distance and azimuthal coverage helps 
to avPrage out lateral structural variations. 

4. Results 

We use a time window of 150 sin length, starting 30 s 
before the P onset, to cut t he P waveform from raw ve
locity records. The two horizontal components are ro
tated to the radial and tangential directions. The effec
tive source time function of each earthquake is obtained 
by stacking all vertical components recorded by the net
work, after aligning them at the first P arrival. It i:; then 
used to deconvolve the three-component waveforms of 
each stat.ion using ( 1). \Ve chose o: to be 5 Hz, which 
corresponds to a cutoff frequency of 1.5 Hz; A range of 
water level c from 0.1 to 0.5 is tested to find the optimal 
c which gives the best deconvolution result , judged by 
t.he presignal noise level and tangential component am
plitudes. The receiver functions of each station are then 
stacked using (5), with w 1 = 0.7, w2 = 0.2, w3 = 0.1. 
These values are chosen to balance the contributions 
from the three phases. Among them , the P s has the 
highest SN R so it is given a higher weight than the 
other tv110. \Ve also set w 1 > w 2 + w 3 because the later 
two phases have similar slopes in the H-K plane (see Fig
ure 3). All stackings are done using an average crustal 
P velocity of 6.3 km/s. Crustal thickness and vp/V. 
ratio a.re obtained from the location of s(H, r;,) maxi-
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mum. Their uncertainties are estimated using (6) and 
(7). In addition, we also bin receiver functions accord
ing to their ray parameters and stack receiver functions 
in each bin to produce a ray parameter profile of re
ceiver functions so that the predicted arrival times of 
Ps and multiples can be visually checked. 

As an example, stacking 257 receiver functions for 
station PAS gives a crustal thickness of 28 km with a 

crust.al Vp/V:, ratio of 1.73 (Figure 4a). The predicted 
Moho P s arrival time agrees with the receiver furn:lion 
profile which shows a strong converted phase at 3.4 s 
following the direct P arrival (Figure 4b). This phase 
has the expected increase of amplitude and time de
lay wit h ray parameter for a primary converted phase. 
A similar crustal thickness \Vas obtained by Langston 
[1989] for this station but was considered contradictory 

Table 2. Locations of Broadband Stations and :Kumber of Receiver Functions 
Used in This Study 

Station Latitude Longitude Elevation, m N tp ,, s H,km Vp/11., 

Tr-iNet 
BAR 32.680 -116.672 496 205 4.8 34.2 ± 1.6 1.86 ± 0.06 
BC3 :B.6.55 -115.453 1080 43 :.LS 25. l ± 1.6 1.84 ± 0.09 
BKR 35.269 - 116.070 305 92 3.4 27.3 ± 0.9 1.76 ± 0.04 
BTP 3·1.683 -118 .57.5 1600 41 4.0 28 .. ) ± 0.7 1.85 ± 0.04 
CALB 34.140 -118.628 276 119 4.4 32.0 ± 1.1 1.83 ± o.os 
CIA 33.402 -118.414 42.S 38 2.8 22.0 ± 1.7 
CLC 35.816 -117.597 735 36 3.7 26) ) ± 1.0 1.86 ± 0.05 
CPP 34.060 -117.809 23.5 54 3.6 29.2 ± 0.7 1.74 ± 0.04 
ewe 36.440 -118.080 1553 112 4.1 29.6 ± LO 1.83 ± 0.04 
DAI\- 34.637 -11.5.380 398 21 3.3 28.2 ± 0.7 1.70 ± o.os 
DEV :B.935 -116.577 332 35 4.4 34.0 ± 1.2 
OCR 33.650 -117.010 609 25::l 4.4 32.8 ± 1.3 l.80 ± 0.06 
DJJ 34.106 -118.4.54 24.5 u 3.4 28.0 ± 0.9 l.73 ± 0.04 
EDW 34.883 -117.991 762 71 3.6 30.0 ± 0.9 1 .73 ± 0.0.S 
FPC 35.082 -117.583 883 62 3.7 30.0 ± 0.8 1.75 ± 0.03 
GLA 33.051 -1 H.828 51'! 116 3.2 27.0 ± 0.6 1.72 ± 0.04 
GPO 35.649 -117.662 73.S 98 4 ') 30.0 ± 4. l 1.8.5 ± 0.10 
GR2 34.118 -118.299 .'HG ::l4 3.5 30.0 ± 1.2 1.69 ± 0.07 
GSC 35.302 -116.806 95,1 27'1 3.7 29.:) ± 0.9 1.76 ± 0.0.5 
HEC 34.829 -116.335 959 46 3.9 27.8 ± O.G 1.84 ± 0.04 
!SA 35.663 -118.474 817 209 4.8 36.9 ± 2A 
JCS :n.os7 -11.6 .. 597 12.59 22 •1.4 34.9 ± L3 1.76 ± 0.04 
JRC 3.~.982 -117.808 1482 78 4.2 31.8 ± 0.9 1.80 ± 0.04 
LKL 34.616 -117.S:A 8U 104 3.8 30.2 ± 1.1 1.77 ± 0.05 
LRL .3.5.47'.c> -117.682 131.5 37 3.9 31.0 ± 0.9 1.76 ± 0.04 
LUG 34.366 -117.366 1140 42 4 . .S 3.5.7 ± 0.8 1.76 ± 0.04 
\'ILS 34.00G -117.561 229 31 4.0 32.5 ± 0.8 1.75 ± 0.04 
1v1PM 36.058 -117.489 18.53 17 4.0 30.8 ± 1.0 1.79 ± 0.06 
;.rITP 35.485 -llS.553 1582 88 3.3 29. 5 ± 0.8 1.68 ± 0.04 
NEE 3-:1.825 -1 H .. 599 139 221 3.9 :31.3 ± 1.:3 1.7.S ± 0.05 
OSI 34.614 -118.724 706 1:32 3.7 :n.s ± 0.1 1.71 ± 0.03 
PAS 34.148 -118.171 257 261 3.4 28.0 ± 1.0 1 .73 ± 0.07 
PFO 33.611 -116.459 1245 294 3.7 29.4 ± l.'l 1.75 ± 0.06 
PHL 35.408 -120.S,16 360 39 3.2 24.3 ± 1.1 1.80 ± 0.06 
PLM 33.354 -116.86:~ 1660 71 4.7 34.0 +. 0.8 1.84 ± 0.04 
PLS 33.795 -117.609 1181 71 3.6 28.0 ± 0.7 1.77 ± 0.03 
RPV 33.743 -118.404 64 248 3.0 21.5 ± 0.7 1.84 ± O.o:i 
Rt,'S 34 .0-50 -118.080 67 25 3.6 27.3 ± 0.8 1.80 ± 0.05 
RVR 33.993 -117.376 232 76 4.2 30.7 ± 0.9 1.83 ± 0.04 
SBC 34.441 -119.715 61 19.5 4.1 33.3 ± 1.5 i.rn ± 0.06 
SBPX 34.232 -117.235 1875 77 4.8 36.8 ± 1 '7 

" 
SCI 32.980 -118.547 219 12 3. 1 21.8 ± 0.5 1.87 ± 0.04 
SHO ::is.000 -116.276 37.1 84 3.9 29.2 ± 1.1 l.81 ± 0.06 
SLA 35.891 -117.283 1190 8 3.8 :27.0 ± O . .'J 1.86 ± 0.03 
SNCC 33.248 -11932-1 227 1'22 2.6 21.l ± 0.9 1.74 ± 0.07 
SOT 34.416 -118.149 "139 96 4.4 32.2 ± l.O 1.83 ± 0.05 
SVD 34.107 -117.098 57·1 264 5. 1 37.7 ± 1.1 1.82 ± 0.05 
SVv'S 32.941 - lJ.5. 796 134 37 2.8 21.7 ± 3.0 
TAB ::M.382 -117.682 2250 57 4.3 :l2.8 ± 1.1 ] .79 ± 0.09 
VGS 34.483 - 118 .11 7 991 50 4.4 31.0 ± 0.8 1.8.5 ± 0.05 
VTV :34.561 -117.330 812 284 3.9 ::l0.9 ± 0.9 l.7S ± O.O::l 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Station Latitude Longitude Ekv;i.tion, m j\T tp,' s H,km Vp/V, 

Ariza Network 
ASI3S 33.621 -116.466 1400 48 3.7 28.7 ± 0.9 1.78 ± 0.04 
BZN 33.492 -116.667 1301 61 '1.0 :~o.o ± i.o 1.80 ± 0.05 
CRY 33.565 -116.737 1128 55 4.2 31.5 ± 0.8 1.81 ± 0.04 
FRD 33.495 -116.602 1164 66 3.8 30.3 ± 0.7 1.75 ± 0.03 
GLAC 33.GOl -116.478 1169 51 3.7 28.2 ± 0.7 1.79 ± 0.04 
KNW 33.714 -116.712 1507 60 4.2 30.7 ± 1.1 1.83 ± 0.05 
LVA2 3.3 .. 352 -116.561 143.S 59 3.9 29.6 ± 0.9 1.80 ± 0.05 
RDM :3.3.630 -116.848 1365 s.s 4.3 32.1±1.1 1.80 ± 0.04 
smnvr 33.633 -116.445 1195 45 3.7 28.2 ± 1.0 1.79 ± 0.04 
SND 33.552 -116.613 1358 68 4.1 30.8 ± l.O 1.80 ± 0.05 
WMC 33 .. 574 -116.675 1271 67 4.0 31.0 ± 0.8 1.79 ± 0.04 

Peninsula.r Range Broadband Experiment 

ALPN 32.871 -116.749 820 13 4.9 35.2 ± 0.8 1.84 ± 0.04 
BLSY 32.911 -116.879 530 13 4.9 36.0 ± 0.5 1.82 ± 0.02 
BLVD 32. 718 -116.260 1070 12 3 .. 9 27.7 ± 0.6 1.85 ± 0.04 
BWL\IV 32.842 -116.226 293 8 3.4 25.0 ± 0.6 1.81 ± 0.03 
HONY 32.902 -116.643 888 23 4.4 .33.2 ± 0.9 1.81 ± 0.04 
LGNA 32.83.5 -116.415 1727 24 4.l 30.7 ± 0.8 1.81 ± 0.05 
MICA 32.651 -116.117 100,1 18 3.5 27.2 ± 1.9 
PINE 32.831 -116.527 1071. 11 4.5 32.0 ± 0.7 1.85 ± 0.04 

Nevada Test Site Netu;ork 
LAC 34.:389 -116All 793 1 3.7 30.2 1.7.s 

The time delay of the Moho P.s with respect to the direct Pis measured on receiver 
function profile at p = 0.06 s/km. The crustal thickness H and v~/V, ratio are estimated 
by stacking receiver functions using (S). For stations where the Vp/V, ratios are not 
constrained, the ratio is set to the average 1.78 to obtain the thickness. 

with the 31 km from the Pn study [Hearn cmd Clayton, 
1986] and the gravity data. He interpreted the origin of 
this phase as a conversion from the bottom of a middle 
crustal low-velocity zone. Given the large amplitude of 
this phase and absence of other comparable amplitude 
phases, we believe that the Moho origin provides the 
simplest interpretation. 

Station PFO is also among the early TERRA.scope 
stations and has a total of 294 receiver functions. Crustal 
thickness under the station is estimated to be 29.4 km 
with a crustal ij,/Vs ratio of 1.76 (Figure 5a). The re
ceiver function profile also shows clear Jvfoho P s phase 
(Figure 5b). Baker et al. [1996] modeled the PFO re
ceiver functions in det,ail and concluded that the l\foho 
under this station is very complicated, with possible 
abrupt Moho topography or step offsets of several kilo
meters. Indeed, if we compare the receiver functions 
coming from the NW with the SE, it is evident that the 
Ps from the SE is about 0.3 s faster. The 29 km repre
sents an average crustal thickness near this station. 

There are other apparently coherent plrnses after the 
Moho P s in the C\bove receiver function profiles. They 
could be generated by P-to-S conversions from some 
upper mantle discontinuities, or they might be the mul
tiples of intracrustal conversions, as demonstrated in 
Figure 2. In principle, these phases have different move-

out with ray parameter from those of Moho PpPs and 
PpSs+PsPs so that their energy will not stacked co
herently in s(H, 11:). Hovvever, the pre8ence of these 
phase often smears the s(H, 11:) maximum and some
times causes other local maxima. In the case of multiple 
peaks in s(H, x:), information on the crustal thickness 
and Vp/Vs ratio from nearby stations or other sources 
can help to resolve the ambiguity. 

Altogether, we ohtitined 65 Vp/Vs ratio meitsurements 
and 71 crustal thickness measurements from a total 
of 84 stations. The other 13 stations have very com
plicated site responses so that their receiver functions 
are overwhelmed by P-to-S conversions in the shallow 
crust. Most of these stations are located in sedimen
tary basins where the high-velocity contrast between 
the sediments and basement rocks and laterally varying 
basin geometry generate large basin reverberations that 
mask the later Moho conversions. The final thickness 
and Vr/V:. ratio results, along with the corresponding 
Moho Ps arrival times, are listed in Table 2. The crustal 
V,,/V, ratio ranges from 1.68 to 1.87 with the average 
of 1.78. On avera.ge, the crustal thickness of southern 
California is 30 km. However, there is a wide range of 
values from 21 to 37 km. 

Moho depth under each station was obtained by sub
tracting the station elevation from the crustal thick-
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Figure 4. (a) The s( H, K) for station PAS. The best 
estimate of the crustal thickness is 28 km with a Vp/Vs 
ratio of 1.73. T he l (]" uncertainties are given by the 
ellipse. (b) Receiver function profil e and the predicted 
arrival times of Moho conver ted phases by the estimated 
crustal thickness and Vp /Vs ratio . 

ness. The results were then combined using kriging to 
produce a continuous J\foho depth variation of sout h
ern California (Plate 1). It can be seen t hat except 
for t he western Transverse Range and the Great. Val
ley, the whole region has been sampled fairly well by 
the receiver funct ion measurements with an average 

grid spacing of~50 km. The average Moho depth is 
29 km, varying from 21 to 37 km. The Moho is found 
to be deeper under the eastern Transverse Range, the 
Peninsular Range, and southern Sierra Nevada, while 
shallower Moho exist under the Salton Trough, the off
shore region , and the Los Angeles Basin. The Moho in 
the western and central Mojave Desert is relatively fl.at 
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Figure 5. (a) The s(H , K) for st ation PFO. The best. 
estimate of the crust thickness is 29 .4 km with a Vp/Vs 
ratio of 1.76. T he l(]" uncertainties are given by the 
ellipse. (b) Receiver function profile and the predict ed 
arrival times of Moho converted phases by the estimated 
crustal thickness and v~ /Vs ratio . 
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P late 1. Moho depth variation in southern California. Numbers represent the Moho depth 
in kilometers at each station. They are combined using kriging to generate a continuous Moho 
depth map. Crosses are stations where the Moho depth could not be determined , due to either 
few number of reco<ds or complicated site response. 
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around the average depth and becomes shallower to the 
east under the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ}. 
The is no crustal root found under the central Trans
verse Hange where the Moho is only 1 to 2 km deeper 
than the average. 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

As we have shown above, the largest uncertainty of 
crustal thickness estimation from teleseismic Moho P
to-S conversions is associated with crustal v~,/Vs ratio. 
Cnforlunately, c rustal ~~/V, raLio is among the least 
constrained para.meters from both laboratory and field 
measurements. It is thought that the average compo
sition of the continental crust is close to andesite or 
cliorite [Anderson, 1989]. Laboratory measurements of 
the y;.,/V', ratio of diorite at crustal pressures range from 
1.75 t.o 1.79 [Carmichael, 1982]. Although there have 
been many P wave velocity measurements in southern 
California [e.g., [{anamori and Hadley, 1975; Magistrale 
et al., 1992], crustal V~ measurements are very limited. 
Hauksson and Haase [1997] inverted simultaneously lo
cal P and S wave travel time data for the Los Angeles 
area. Their average v·~/V, ratio over the whole area is 
1.75. Using Ps and PpPs arrival times on receiver func
tions, Zandt and Ammon [1995] estimated Poisson's ra
tios of different types of continental crust. The global 
average is 0.27 which corresponds to Vp/Vs ratio of 1.78. 
For the Mesozoic and Cenozoic belts they obtained a 
lower ratio ( 1. 732) with large variations. In our study 
the average Vp/Vs ratio over all stations is 1.78, which 
is close to their global average. We believe that these 
measurements from directly stacking receiver functions 
are more robust than the estimates derived from Ps 
and PpPs arrival times, The later phase, which has 
a longer path through the crust than the primary con
version and has one extra reflection on the surface, is 
sensitive to lateral structural variations such as a dip
ping Moho or surface topography. For example, a Moho 
dipping 5° can delay or advance the PpPs arrival by 2 
to 3 s depending on updip or downdip propagation of 
the incoming wave. Our stacking algorithm using re
ceiver functions from different directions and distances 
helps to reduce the effect of lateral variation. 

The estimated Vp/V, ratios vary from 1.68 to 1.87, 
and the spatial variation is coherent in general. Stations 
in the mountain ranges with Mesozoic basement tend 
to have higher ratios compared with the stations in the 
Mojave Desert, except along the ECSZ where the Vp/Vs 
ratio increases (Figure 6). There are two places where 
the Vp/Vs ratio changes rapidly over a short distance 
(st3:tions OSI versus BTP and GR2 versus CALB; see 
Table 2 and Figure 6). This could be caused by short
wavelength variation of crustal P and S velocities. It 
might also be an artifact due to the uncertainty of the 
Vp/v~ estimation. 

Our Moho depths agree with previous results from 
seismic reflection experiments. For example, a series of 
Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling (CO-

36' 
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34· 

33• 

' Gii 0 
1.73 1.781.83 
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• 
"" . ""-'ti El.l 

' 32·~----o::::::=====-----=====~-----====:::::"':----.-'l 
-121" -120· -119· -118" ·11T ·116" ·115" -114" 

Figure 6. The estimated crustal Vp/V, ratios (circles) 
for broadband stations. Their uncertainties are repre
sented by the sizes of the crosses. 

CORP) reflection profiles conducted in western Mojave 
showed a fiat Moho at ""31 km (tvrn-way travel time, 
or TWTT, of 9.8 s) in the north of the survey and 26 
to 29 km in the south [Cheadle et al., 1986]. A reflec
tion profile across the northern· slope of San Bernardino 
Mountains showed a dipping Moho from 31 km (9.8 s 
TWTT) in the north to 33 km (10.4 s TWTT} to the 
south [Li et al., 1992]; which is consistent with our deep
ening Moho underneath the eastern Transverse Range. 

Richards-Dinger and Shearer [1997] estimated crustal 
thickness variation in southern California by stacking 
PrnP arrivals recorded by the Caltech-USGS short
period network. The overall patterns in their result and 
ours are quite similar, despite the fact that these two 
results are from completely different data sets and tech
niques. The PmP technique relies on picking the PmP 
arrivals correctly and using a background P velocity 
model. The Moho depth trades off with lower crustal 
P velocity. On the other hand, the receiver function re
sults mainly depend on the average crustal Vp/Vs ratio. 
The good agreement of these two results suggests that 
our estimates of crustal v~/V, ratio are appropriate. 
Our result covers a larger area than the PmP study, 
including the offshore Inner California Borderland and 
the Peninsular Ranges. There are some differences be
tween the two. For example, the PmP data showed a 
very thin crust (18 km} in the Salton Trough, compared 
with the 22 km crust in our result. The thick crust 
(33 km) in the PmP result near the eastern Transverse 
Ranges extends to the northwest into the Mojave Block, 
while our result shows a deeper Moho (37 km) right un
der the San Bernardino Mountains. Our result also re
veals a deep Moho beneath the Peninsular Range where 
no Moho PmP signals were detect.ed to determine the 
Moho depth. DP.ep Moho benei!.th the Peninsular Range 
is supported by a seismic refraction study [Nava and 
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Brune, 1982], and teleseismic receiver function stud
ies [Ichinose et al., 1996; Lewis et al., 1999]. 

We found a thin crust (22 to 25 km) in the Salton 
Trough (Plate 1). This sea level trough is the north
ern extension of the Baja California rift zone where 
the crust is believed to have been thinned due to up
per mantle magma intrusion and crustal rifting pro
cesses with the opening of the G11lf of California [e.g., 
Parsons and McCarthy, 1996]. Previous results of 
crustal thickness in the Salton Trough range from 16 
to 19 km [Hadley, 1978; Richards-Dinger and Sheare1·, 
1997], 21 to 22 km [Hearn, 1984; lvlagistrale et al., 1992; 
Parsons and ]vfcCarthy, 1996], and to 25 km [Sung and 
Jackson, 1992]. We do noi have stations located along 
the axis of the trough where the crust is expected to be 
the thinnest. ·Thus the 22 km l\foho depth might only 
apply to the western edge of the trough. 

The thinnest crust in our result is offshore under the 
Inner California Borderland (Plate I). The Moho is es
sentially flat at 21 to 22 km over the whole area. The 
transition to 30 km deep Moho in the Transverse Range 
occurs rapidly near the coast. line in Santa Monica and 
beneath the Los Angeles Basin. During the LARSE 
1994 experiment, both offshore-onshore seismic refrac
tion survey and ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) sur
vey were conducted along two profiles across the In
ner California Borderland. The OBS survey recorded 
large amplitude l\foho PmP reflections that indicate 

· a uniform crust of thickness 18 to 20 km [ten Brink 
et al., 1995]. The refraction study showed a layer of 
7.4 km/s P velocity with the bottom interface clipping 
from 15 km offshore in the south encl of the profile 
to about 30 km inland near the northern Los Angeles 
Basin [Noris and Clayton, 1997]. 

A deep crustal root ( 40 km) under the San Gabriel 
~fountains was inferred from teleseismic P arrival times 
along the LARSE profile [Kohler and Davis, 1997]. In 
contrast, our result does not show such a deep Moho. 
Moho under the central Transverse Range is relatively 
shallow (29-30 km) compared with the eastern Trans
verse Range (37 km) and the western Transverse Range 
(31 km) (see Plate l}. This configuration is consis
tent with the lack of Bouguer anomaly over the central 
and western Transverse Ranges. Sheffels and McNutt 
[1986] suggested that the Transverse Ranges are region
ally compensated by a very stiff, elastic plate instead of 
a low-density crustal root. Our result is also consis
tent with the PmP study and the Pn travel time inver
sion results for this area [Richards-Dinger and Shearer, 
1997; Hearn, 1984; Sung and Jackson, 1992] . Teleseis
mic travel time inversion for crustal thickness variation 
has its inherent nonuniqueness because of steep ray path 
through the upper mantle and crust where the P veloc
ity could change rapidly. So it is possible that a large 
portion of the teleseismic travel time residuals that was 
used to infer the crustal thickness variation could be 
caused by velocity anomalies in the crust and/or upper 
mantle. 

One of the important issues in regional seismic to
mography studies is to separate crustal thickness vari
ations from crustal-upper mantle velocity variations. 
Most travel time tomography work ignored the crustal 
thickness variation and used a flat Moho in the back
ground velocity models [e.g., Humphreys and Clayton, 
1990; Zhao and Kanamo1'i, 1992; Zhao et al. , 1996; 
Ha11ksson rmd Haase, 1997]. With the teleseisrnic re
ceiver function technique, an additional constraint on 
the crustal structure can be set, either in the form of lat
erally varying Moho depth from stacking receiver func
tions or the time delay of Ps measured on a receiver 
function profile. The latter represents the travel time 
difference between P and S waves within the crust for a 
nearly vertical ray path and is very sensitive to crustal 
thickness. It can be inverted jointly with other travel 
time data from local and teleseismic earthquakes for 
both velocity and Moho depth variations. 

In summary, we found that the receiver function tech
nique is an effective way of determining Moho depth and 
crustal v~/V:, ratio. It can provide a good point mea
surement under a broadband station and is not sensi
tive to crustal P velocity. Crustal thickness estimated 
only from the time delay of Moho Ps phase trades off 
strongly with crustal v;,/V, ratio. The ambiguity can be 
reduced significantly by incorporating the later multiple 
converted phases. Applying a new stacking technique 
to 84 digital broadband stations in southern California 
shows that the Moho depth is 29 km on average and 
varies from 21 to 37 km. Deeper Mohos are found under 
the eastern Transverse Range, the Peninsular Range , 
and the Sierra Nevada Range. The central Transverse 
Range does not have a crustal root. Thin crusts ex
ist in the Inner California Borderland (21-22 km) and 
the Salton Trough (22 km). The Moho is relatively 
flat at the average depth in the western and central 
Mojave Desert and becomes shallower to the east un
der the ECSZ. Southern California crust has an average 
Vp/ Vs ratio of 1.78, with higher ratios of 1.8 to 1.85 in 
the Mesozoic cored mountain ranges and lower ratios in 
the Mojave Block except for the ECSZ where the Vp/Vs 
ratio increases. 
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